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Pacific Controls recently established a Center of Excellence
for Government Digital Services and Lifestyle
Pacific Controls will soon unveil video Surveillance as a
service and aims to take the security market to the cloud
facilitating enormous amount of storage and facilitating
access from anywhere anytime, according to Dilip
Rahulan.
“The year 2016 has been quite a start for Pacific
Controls. We have pioneered the concept of managed
services using IoT as the medium. We continue to grow
the concept and provide various managed services
such as Energy Management, Life and safety, Machine
Diagnostics, Critical Asset Monitoring and many more.
We tend to be a one stop shop, thus providing an end
to end solution right from the edge to the enterprise,”
he added.
In the UAE, some of Pacific Controls’ flagship projects
include 24X7 Dubai Civil Defence, Emirates Energy Star,
ICT projects in Dubai International Airport and Dubai
South and Critical Asset Monitoring for Emaar.
“We are introducing some new concepts into the Dubai
Civil Defence project. It is one of our key deliverables
to improve the programme on a regular basis. We have
identified some very innovative services that can be
included which will be delivered soon,” Rahulan said.
Apart from the controls and managed services business,
the Dubai Technopark-headquartered company has
diversified into Datacentres. Pacific Controls own and
operate one of the region’s largest datacentre that’s

certified as Tier III by uptime for design as well as
construction. In addition to the whitespace we also have
our cloud hosted there.
“We are a proud UAE based home grown company,
with dedication to make our services and smart services
programme successfully delivered worldwide. We don’t
see these engagements purely from a business relation
aspect, but much beyond that- where we feel obligated
to deliver unique and innovative solutions to help achieve
the vision presented by leadership of our country,”
Rahulan said.
Pacific Controls recently established a Center of
Excellence for Government Digital Services and Lifestyle
with the objective to partner with governments and other
stakeholders to facilitate adoption of digital technologies
to revolutionise the way people, businesses and
governments interact.
The Center brings together a list of global technology
companies who are focused in accelerating the
implementation of numerous digital technologies,
such as networks, cloud services, big data analytics,
Internet of Things, social media, next generation digital
enablement and other disruptive technologies to help
optimise the digital government infrastructure and
processes, and further enhance digital lifestyle of people.
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